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Bowers appointed acting vice chancellor
by Donna Trask
Staff Writer
Richard Bowers has been appointed
acting vice chancellor of academic af-
fairs by Chancellor Robert Woodbury.
Bowers is cuirently a chemistry ,pro-
fessor and vice president of academic af-
fairs at the University of Maine.
Bowers will assume the position
vacated by Harlan Philippi. Philippi is
filling in as president at the University
of Southern Maine.
Robert Woodbury, chancellor for the
UMaine system, said, "Dick Bowers
brings extraordinary strength to this
position. He has been a top ad-
ministrator here and elsewhere, he is in-
timately familiar with our largest cam-
pus, and he has a sound working
knowledge of all the campuses in the
system."
In assuming the top academic post for
the UMaine system, Bowers hopes to in-
crease the cooperation among the seven
campuses, and help make the academic
programs accessible to a greater number
of people in the state. Bowers cited the
new electrical engineering program be-
ing offered at USM in cooperation with
Car accident
on College Avenue
by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer
A two-car accident at the in-
tersection of College Avenue and
Munson Road injured four people
and totalled one of the cars
Tuesday.
Orono Police Officer Forrest
Davis said the husband, wife and
two children riding in a Datsun
were not injured badly. They were
treated by emergency medical
technicians on the scene.
The accident occurred when the
Datsun, driven by David E. Pellow
of 62 Fern St., Bangor, allegedly
turned onto College Avenue
without its headlights on, Davis
said.
The driver of the second vehicle,
Kimberly L. White of 979 Essex
St., Bangor, did not see the Dat-
sun before the accident occurred.
Davis said.
White. who was driving a
Chevrolet Malibu, was not injured
in the collision.
John Hathaway of Hathaway
Auto said the Datsun was totalled.
"Whenever the value of the
damage is more than the value of
the car, or more than 80 percent of
the car's value, it is considered
totalled."
Davis said there was about $600
worth of front-end damage to the
Chevy.
He said he was not sure whether
the people involved in the accident
vvere wearing seatbelts.
Orono, police received the call
about the accident at 4:37 p.m.
Some glass and other debris
were cleaned off the road by police
officers and Hathaway.
the department of engineering and
sciences at UMaine as an example of this
increased accessibility.
Bowers has been UMaine's vice presi-
dent for academic affairs since he came
to UMaine in 1981. From 1974 to 1981
he served as president at the University
of Montana.
According to Bowers, his duties as ac-
ting vice chancellor will be quite dif-
ferent from his current duties at UMaine.
The vice president for academic af-
fairs is responsible for all deans and
directors of academic services at
UMaine. Bowers said he has more con-
tact with people while in his current
position than he will have while a vice
chancellor.
Woodbury said the vice chancellor is
the principal person for the development
of academic programming and planning.
"I will be meeting with chief academic
officers within each department, and
will be responsible for the approval of
all new academic programs," Bowers
said.
Bowers said he anticipates being in-
volved with Chancellor Woodbury in
educating the legislature on the financial
needs of the system. One of the largest
Richard Rowers.
obstacles the system faces
under
-funded, he said.
"We need two more years of (money
from the legislature)," Bowers said.
During the last legislative session $15
million was appropriated to the UMaine
system. Bowers said they will ask for $25
million each year for the next two years.
The $25 million includes money needed
Education act
by Jeanette Brawn
Staff Writer
A higher education bill graduated in-
to law Friday.
After many compromises and much
debate, the Higher Education Act for
1980 was cultivated into a version fit for
colleges to use in the future.
The $10.2 billion bill, which was sup-
posed to be passed in early 1985, finally
emerged from a House-Senate con-
ference committee four weeks ago.
The new legislation gives Congress
authority to fund all federal college pro-
grams — from student aid to campus
housing — and sets rules that will govern
the programs for the next five years.
Burt Batty, director of Financial Aid
at the University of Maine, explained
what some of the changes the law will
mean for college students nationwide.
"On July I, 1987 the bill will be ac-
tivated. It is a countinuation of existing
programs and some new ones," Batty
;aid.
Fifteen million dollars was designated
to establish a child care program on col-
lege campuses. The child care programs
are to be used by disadvantaged
students, such as mothers who receive
Aid to Families with Dependent
Children.
"A new program which has been
established concerns a pilot project
whereby Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSLs) will be repaid on an income con-
tingent basis.
"The bad news about the project is
students will no longer be able to use
GSLs as a supplement to what their
family was supposed to provide
them," Batty said.
The bill, however, will increase the
maximum amount of money that can be
borrowed in GSLs from $2500 to $2625.
"The college work-study programs
is that ii is for salaries, where the $15 million did
not, he said.
The legislature's reaction toward the
$25 million may be influenced by the
outcome of the vote on the bond issue
next week, Bowers said.
"A vote in favor will be seen as a vote
in favor of higher education in
Maine," he added.
to start new programs
will also sec an increase in the amount
of matching funds employers must pay
the student, from 20 cents to 25 cents in
the first year and then up to 30 cents the
next year," Batty said.
Kathy Ozer, director of the U.S. Stu-
dent Association lobbying efforts, said
the bill provides for the plight of part-
time students and the need for financial
aid which "is something never before
done."
Melissa Norton, a Sen. William S.
Cohen staff member, said the new law
will make several changes.
"In the future it would allow some
students enrolled in college to enroll in
school less than half-time and still
receive financial aid.
"The bill encourages non-traditional
students to go to college. It allows the
cost of child care to be deducted from
your income, which determines your
amount of need. Public rental subsidies
also will no longer be counted as in-
come," Norton said.
"This bill is tailored to the times,
because it allows greater amounts of
money to be loaned or granted. It takes
into account the rising cost of educa-
tion," Ozer said.
Pell Grants will increase in increments
of $200 for the next five years.
There were also a lot of changes in
posals for the new law, which updates
the 1980 reauthorization act.
The versions passed by the House and
the Senate during the summer had some
7,000 differences on issues like how
students might qualify for student aid
through the rest of the decade.
In recent years. Norton said, th-e--
federal government had "penalized"
those students who were "displaced
homemakers and unemployed steel
workers who are forced to take just one
class at a time by telling them they were
too poor" to get money for school.
Other observers say a new two-year
deferrmeru for borrowers unable to
repay student loans under some cir-
cumstances may even help drive the
default rate down.
"What this (reauthorization) bill
means to American college students is,
basically, that programs for college
assistance — particularly to the lower
and middle income student — will be
there," said Sen. Robert Stafford, (R-
Vt.), chairman of the Senate Education,
Arts and Humanities Committee.
"The emphasis, more than ever before,
is on Pell Grants and Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loans," he added, noting while
aid may not be easier to get, the com-
mittee "managed to hold ground at
roughly level funding."
Because inflation is so low now. Staf-
ford said, the committee recommended
a clause to accommodate any additional
monies which become available without
changing the reauthorization bill itself.
"Help will be there for the
students," he said.
A five percent fee, which covers "ad-
ministrative costs" is taken out of GSLs
immediately, so students get only 95 per-
cent of the money, she said. However,
Norton added, students still have to pay
interest on that money "as if they had
gotten 100 percent" of the GSL.
The compromise version does let part-
time and less-than
-half-time students
qualify for Pell Grants and other forms
of federal aid, and is a "major victory"
for lobbyists, Ozer added.
As the Higher Education Act of 1980
came up for renewal, both Education
Secretary William Bennett and the
Heritage Foundation, a think tank with
close ties to the administration, said they
hoped to make the 1985 renewal process
a pruning of goverment's role in higher
education. 1
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UMaine social work program reaccredited
by Matt Mullin
Staff Writer
The University of Maine Social Work
Program has been reaccreclited by the
Council on Social Work Education.
"The reaccreditation is an indication
that we are meeting the standards in
preparing students with social work
educations. It is national recognition,
said Dr. Cleo Berkun, coordinator of the
UMaine program.
The Council on Social Work Educa-
tion is a national body commissioned by
the government to accredit social work
programs.
UMaine was first accredited by the
council in 1979, Berkun said.
"The accreditation costs the universi-
ty money, but it has significant advan-
tages for our students," Berkun said.
"The students can be assured that they
are getting a quality education. "
UMaine and the University of
Southern Maine have the only two ac-
credited undergraduate social work pro-
grams in the state,
"The accreditation allows students to
go on to graduate programs for Masters
in Social Work degrees with advanced
standing. They can complete their
mastir's degrees in. less than the usual
two years, which gives them some
employment advantages," Berkun
said.
The UMaine Social Work Program is
housed in the College of Arts and
Sciences, and students must declare their
major at the end of their sophomore
year, Berkun said.
"The student's major prepares them
for beginning social work within a
general social work program. Seniors are
required to do a field practicum with an
area social work agency." Berkun
said.
" All students do 400 hours of field
work in an area agency, working two
days a week during their senior year,"
Michelle Walker, field placement coor-
dinator said.
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$35 for Unlimited Visits!!
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Pre-Tan before December break
University Mall 827-8528
next to Ames
Stillwater Ave.
Orono, ME
"We have between 20 and 30
placements in agencies such as: The
Department of Corrections, Downcast
Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Eastern Maine
Medical Center, and the YMCA, all of
which are in Bangor.
"Some of our students are offered
employment after graduation, with the
agency they did field work with, and
most of our students work for awhile
before going for their master's
degree." Walker said.
"I think we are an excellent program.
We received glowing reports from the
Council on Social Work Education when
they accredited us. and our graduates are
favored by area employers," Berkun
said.
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Nuclear disaster plans before Orono Council
by Marc Larrivee
Staff Writer
Is there any point in making emergen-
cy plans for the aftermath of a nuclear
attack?
This will be the question of a special
Orono Town Council meeting at noon
on Thursday.
Federal money ja available to
municipalities that have plans that meet
certain criteria, said David Trefethen,
Orono town councilor.
Since the plan must meet such criteria,
the council will determin the feasibili-
A fallout shelter on campus.
ty of establishing a plan which meets
federal guidelines, Trefethen said.
He said Orono Civil Defense Director
David Martin will discuss the current
program, and what the town will need
to do to receive federal money.
"If the plan has to be a big one then
it will cost too much money, even with
the federal money," Trefethen said.
Councilor Richard Smith said, "It will
have to be proven to me that a plan will
be an advantage to the people."
He questioned the usefulness of plan-
ning for nuclear war
"One of the reasons this may not be
worthwhile is that it seems silly to plan
(Pierce photo)
for a nuclear attack. It's nuts," said
Smith.
Philip Mateja, member of the coun-
cil, said he will go into the meeting
open-minded.
He said council members will receive
information from Martin before the
meeting to gain familiarity with the
"It was sketchy at the last meeting as
to what we are suppose to do so we tabl-
ed the item on the agenda," Mateja
said.
He said the council will discuss the
program and make recommendations.
The civil emergency preparedness pro-
gram does not only deal with
possible nuclear attack but other
disasters as well, Trefethen said.
If a train derailed or a massive flood
or fire occurred, a plan is in place to res-
pond to the emergency, he said.
Trefethen expects the town council to
make a decision on the plan . at the
Thursday meeting.
The meeting will be held in the coun-
cil room of the Orono Municipal
Building on Main Street.
David Fielder, chief of fire services,
was not available to comment on Univer-
sity of Maine plans in the case of nuclear
attack or civil emergency.
Maine Campus
Is looking for one very enthusiastic
ADVERTISING SALESPERSON
*free time
*own car
eenthusiasm
*good spelling
Apply in person to Shannon O'Brien, Advertising Manage'
Suite 7A Lord Hall, 581-1273
—catch as catch can —
no. 2 in a 5 part series:
Paula ASHTON on: EDUCATION
Having grown up in a family of educators, I was constantly made aware of the important linkages of education to
virtually every other aspect of life. The University of Maine is a key element in the life of Maine people, sometimes
directly, sometimes indirectly - but its connection to economic development and prosperity for our state is
indisputable.
I. When all is said and done, students are the reason the University of Maine exists. Severe cutbacks in Federal Stu-dent Aid monies have impacted on the ability for our campus to fully realize its mission: access to public higher
education. The ability to pay, unfortunately, is a lopsided factor among those considering college, and state govern-
ment has a responsibility to minimize that factor. I will propose a reallocation of general funds monies to
dramatically increase student aid. This will involve reprioritizing state expenditures, and will require making some
tough choices. But the time has come for leadership on this issue; convincing lawmakers that student aid is critical.
My role will go beyond simply pointing fingers at Washington. I plan to get the job done in Augusta, where it
counts.
2. The annual University Budget hassles before the Appropriations Committee have often been damaging and
counterproductive. I will propose that state government establish a mechanism whereby annual increases in the
university allocation take place, in order that we not only recover lost ground from the Longley years, but that we
can make strides toward excellence. To do that, we must maintain the momentum of the Visiting Committee report -
if that means voting to raise revenue to achieve that goal, 1 am prepared to do just that. My actions will coincide
with my words.
3. I will propose that the 113th legislature examine the make up of the UM Board of Trustees. If it means
strengthening BOT members qualifications, reevaluating their tenure, and creating additional accountability, I am
prepared to do so.
4. The UM System-wide budget is strained to the point that many essential elements continue to go underfunded. It
also does not make sound fiscal sense to propose, (as have the UM Trustees for the next Part 11 budget request) that
a campus be established in Lewiston. I will vigorously oppose future dilution of our resources.
5. The Education Reform Act has been generally perceived as both long overdue and essential to the quality of
elementary and secondary education in Maine. But with mandates must come money. I will propose that the state
share in the Education funding formula be increased from its current 58,ro level, to 6507..
6. I have requested that when I am elected to the 113th Maine legislature, I be placed on the Joint Standing Com-
mittee on Education. 1 believe I can best serve the students, faculty, staff, and Orono residents from this vantage
point.
IZ ASHTON.
LEADERSHIP for UMAINE.
VOTE NOV. 4
Paid for by: Committee to Elect Ashton, Mary-Anne Saxl chairperson, Ed Hanson treasurer.
trs
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World/U.S. News
Soviet seismologists to visit U.S.
NEW YORK (AP) — Soviet
seismologists will visit the United States
in November to select locations in
California and Nevada for equipment to
monitor the Earth tremors from U.S.
nuclear weapons tests, a sciemist said
Tuesday.
The visit is the latest step in an agree-
ment negotiated privately between U.S.
and Soviet scientists that has allowed
Americans for the first time to begin
such monitoring inside the Soviet Union,
said Thomas Cochran, senior staff scien-
tist of the Natural Resources Defense
Council.
However, the government won't per-
mit the Soviet scientists to visit the ac-
tual sites for the equipment because they
don't represent the Soviet government,
he said.
Cochran, who initiated the discussions
with the Soviet Academy of Sciences that
led to the agreement, said at a news con-
ference that both parties have also
Agreed to establish a computer link bet-
ween the American and Soviet monitor-
ing stations.
The agreement is intended to promote
the signing of arms-control agreements
by making it posible for Americans to
verify that the Soviet Union is observ-
ing any such agreements, Cochran said.
The American monitoring stations
now operating near the Soviet Union's
principal nuclear test site near the city
of Semipalatinsk, about 1,800 miles
southeast of Moscow. are adequate to
detect any violations of the current
Soviet moratorium on nuclear weapon
tests, Cochran said.
"Our stations in effect cover their test
site," he said. "We can monnitor ex-
plosions down to a few tons."
The station also serve as the pro-
totypes for the estimated 25 stations that
would be needed inside the Soviet Union
to monitor compliance with a com-
prehensive test-ban treaty, if one were
negotiated, he said.
U MAINE CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS
Informational meeting on Tuesday, November 3
at 6:00 pm. Classroom 101 Memorial Gym. No
experience necessary. Guys and girls welcome.
Questions? Call Coach Lissa King at 581-4538.
.,4,4e_vrx.,5*NNI*.vc*,swo-so*os
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Locust plague
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia (AP) —
Rain softly patters on the patchwork of
green fields around this highlands
capital, an expected plague of locusts has
not materialized, and the U.N.-emergen-
cy office is closing up shop.
Two years after the outside world
became aware of a devastating famine in
this East African nation, Ethiopia is
gradually rebuilding its food stocks and
supply system.
But, by most accounts, as many as 2.5
million of its 42 million people will teeter
on the brink of starvation for at least
another decade unless the country gets
a huge transfusion of long-term develop-
ment aid.
An estimated I million people died in
Ethiopia alone during the 1984-85
African famine. Hundreds of thousands
of other Ethiopians were saved only by
a massive outpouring of international
aid.
"The situation todayisiess alarming
arid more within the possibility of con-
MEREDITI I MANOR
INTERNATIONAL
EQUESTRIAN CENTRE
Individually structured programs:
I week through Master's degree_
Programs in dressage. tumptng. western.
training. breeding. business leaching,
blaOtstnothing. leaMerworlong
For more M/016,01.00 phone Or wr,te
atteililte Manor
Box 7661
Waverly. WV 26184
Phone. 304 679-3128
false alarm
trol than in those nightmare days,"
the head of the government's Relief and
Rehabilitation Commission, Berhanu
Jembere, said in an interview.
But the Ethiopian official sounded a
cautionary note.
"Despite misperceptions in some
quarters that the crisis is over, we are still
gripped by and continue to grapple with
the problem of food shortage."
Berhanu said.
Said the chief representative in Addis
Ababa for UNICEF, Gregorio Monasta
of Italy, "Ethiopia will remain a coun-
try in a situation of emergency for at
least ten years."
Michael J. Priestley, who heads the
United Nations' Office for Emergency
Operations here, pointed out that even
in a normal year Ethiopia suffers a
shortfall of 400,000 of metric tons of
grain, and about 2.5 million people go
hungry. At the height of the famine
about 8 million people needed emergen-
cy food aid.
"It's going to take a lot of
recovery," said Priestley, a Briton.
Even by the U.N. official's measure of
normality, Ethiopia has a long way to go.
The Wind and the Pen
Thurs. 1-3 pm So. Bangor Lounge
A Journal Writing Workshop
What: Senior Portraits and last chance
to sign up
Where: Old Town Room
When: Oct. 27 - Oct. 31, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Last chance to sign up!
This is your chance to pick the best time for you
to have your Senior Portrait. Portraits will be taken
the weeks of Oct. 27, Nov. 3, and Nov. 10 from
9 a.m to 5 p.m. The portraits are free and will on-
ly be taken on these dates.
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Crossing guard killed in Chicago hit-and-run
CHICAGO (AP) — Evelyn Despen-
za spent most of her 73 wars looking out
for children, shepherding them safely
across busy streets to school, watching
them play from her living-room window,
pushing their swings on the playground.
After 33 years as a crossing guard, she
was killed in the line of duty Monday
when she stepped oil a curb to help a
child. She walked into the path of a car
that struck her and sped away.
"The kids have accepted it," Dian
A. Cooper, principal at Warren School,
said Tuesday. "They're rather subdued,
but they're going on. "
"We talked with the kids about how
we want to remember her, and we decid-
ed we'll participate in whatever the fami-
ly plans," Ms. Cooper said. "But the
-kids felt strongly about this, and we're
going to try to get some kind of
Reagan urges South
to vote Republican
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — Presi-
dent Reagan, saying the nation's
economy is headed for its second boom
since his election, urged voters Tuesday
to reelect the "cleanup crew" of
Republican senators swept into office
with him in 1980.
Reagan said the alternative on Nov.4
was Democrats "who in 1980 weakened
our nation and nearly brought our
economy to its knees. "
Reagan toured three Southern states
in a whirlwind one-day effort to help
Republican Sens. Mack Mattingly of
Georgia, Jeremiah Denton of Alabama
and James Broyhill of North Carolina,
al! three of them in tough races.
Reagan ended the campaign day with
a sunset appearance in a hangar at the
Charlotte-Douglas International Airport
at Charlotte.
The walls of the hangar were hung
with campaign posters and hand-lettered
signs with such messages as "This Is
Reagan Country" and "Don't "Wm
Back. Stay On The Right Track."
The sun was nearing the horizon as
Air Force One set down and the sky was
beginning to darken by the time the
crowd 'ended the rally by singing, to the
music of five high school bands,
"Nothing Could Be Finer Than To Be
In Carolina In The Morning."
The president's speeches in the three
states were virtually identical, changing
only the names of the candidates.
Asked whether his efforts would keep
the Senate in Republican hands, Reagan
said, "I'm too superstitious to talk about
that."
Reagan ended his Georgia speech by
telling the audience that by voting for
Mattingly, "You'll be winning one for
yourselves, for Georgia and for
America."
memorial, maybe a plaque, put out on
her corner."
Ms. Cooper was one of the first to
reach Mrs. Despenza, a widow who liv-
ed alone.
"There was this guy bending over her
and he was crytng," Ms. Cooper said.
"When he left, somebody said 'That was
him, the driver! One of my aides follow-
ed him in her car and got his license
plate number."
Two hours later, Charles Davis, 35,
surrendered to police and was charged
with drunken driving, a misdemeanor
for leaving the scene of an accident, and
failing to yield to a pedestrian, said
police Sgt. James Knightly.
Davis posted bond and was schedul-
ed to appear in court Nov. 24. Knightly
said that if Davis waited beyond three
hours to surrender he could have been
charged with a felony.
NOT FOR
SALE
Because it's free!
Every year the
Government
publishes thousands
of books. And every
year the Government
Printing Office sells
millions of these
books to people in the
know. Now there's a
book that tells you
about the Govern-
ment's "bestsellers"—but it's not for
sale... it's free!
It's our new catalog of almost 1,000
of GPO's most popular books. Books
like Infant Care, Merchandising
Your Job Talents. The Statistical
Abstract, Starting a Business, The
Space Shuttle at Work, How to Select
a Nursing HOIlle , Voyager at
Saturn, and Cutting Energy Costs.
This catalog includes books from
virtually every
Government agency.
So the subjects
range from agri-
cultiuw, business,
children, and diet to
science, space,
transportation, and
vacations. And there
are titles on military
history, education,
hobbies, physical fitness, gardening,
and much, much more. There's even
a special section for recently
published books.
Find out about the Government's
bestsellers. Send today for a copy of
the book we don't sell. Write—
New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013
_
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SPECIAL JAZZ EVENT
Marion McPartland Duo with the .
20th Century Music Ensemble
Conducted by Don Stratton
Monday, November 3, 8:00 p.m.
"A fascinating inventive pianist; playful, probing and provocative"
- The New York Times
One of america's finest keyboard artists performing with the University of Maine's 20th
Century Music Ensemble, directed by Don Stratton. Marion McPartland's Peabody Award-
winning program on national Public Radio is now in its ninth season.
Supported by a grant by Shaw's Supermarkets.
Tickets:
Student/Sr. Cit.-
Faculty/Staff-
General-
Orchestra/Balcony
$8.00/$5.00
$10.00/$7.00
$12.00/59.00
2 for I Student Special!
Marion McPartland
NAME:  
ADDRESS:
ID It:  
MAINECENTER
FOR THEARTS
TICKETS & INFORMATION: 581-1755
Box Office window hours are 10:00-3:00 Mon-Fri and 1 1/2 hours before each show.
Order tickets by phone at 581-1755 8:30-4:30 weekdays using your VISA or MasterCard. Or
send your check to Box Office, Maine Center for the Arts, University of Maine, Orono,
Me. 04469.
The Daily Maine Campus, Wednesda,v, October 29,
Editorial
Negative on campaign tactics
Is tbere a candidate for Governor of Mainewliti-tan stand on his or her own merits?Call it petty games, call it political slander
—call it ridiculous and way out of control. -
As election day draws near television channels
are saturated with advertisements from the cam-
paign committees of our potential leaders. During
this political season we have been subjected to
some very slanderous slogans and atrocious accusa-
tions from one candidate to another. As a result of
this year's muckracking, we may never know who
the best person for the job is.
Democratic candidate James Tierney in several
of his ads, tells us not to vote for Republican can-
didate John "Jock" McKernan because he sup-
ported Reagan's aid to the Contras, he advocated
Maine's anti-obscentity referendum, and he believes
in keeping Maine Yankee open.
UK. — so we know why we shouldn't vote for
McKernan, but why should we vote for Tierney?
Are there any reasons? Does the fact that he was a
good Attorney General for the state mean that her
should be our govenor? He may very well be the
ideal govenor, but why won't he speak about his
merits and accomplishments?
Sherry Huber's ads on TV were clean and ap-
pealing during the early part of the campaign, but
in the last few weeks, Sherry has started to play
hard ball. Anti-McKernan ads are cropping up with
her slogans on them. Granted. Huber's chances of
winning as an Independent are slim at best, but
why did she have to resort to advertisement-warfare
at this stage in the game?
Llt is difficult to believe that "negative advertis-
ing', is effective in "winning over" voters from
your opponents. Are this year's gubernatorial can-
didates so weak and inexperienced that they can't
stand on their own merits? This game of "let's tell
everyone what the other guy did wrong" does not
serve to instill confidence in the accuser.
With less than two weeks before election day,
two candidates for govenor have thus far managed
to stay away from black ball advertising — knock
on wood. John Menario and John McKernan
should be commended for resisting the powerful
temptation to "tear apart" their opponents for all
.the state to see.
The airwaves are the most effective way for
political candidates to reach a large audience.
Television is a very powerful and persuasive
medium, and it should be used with responsible,
positive regard. Every politician realizes the power
of the media, but what some of Maine's 1986
gubernatorial candidates are blind to is the manner
in which it should be used. Why can't you tell us
why we should elect you as our next govenor?
To those voters who are confused by the airwave
ammunition, turn off your televisions, piek up a
few pamphlets, read about the debate on issues
that concern you, and choose the candidate you
will support on November 4. Don't let someone
else — such as a very bias political opponent —
make the decision for you. And may the best per-
son win, whoever he or she may be.
Jessica Lowell
Editor
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While waiting
for coffee
It's Wednesday. It's two days after all
righteous New Englanders were devastated
by the defeat of the Boston Red Sox. It's
seven days until the end of silly season.
Wednesday, Nov. 5, the day after the ekc-
tion, consumers of the mass media will
cease to be inundated with the idle chatter
of the clowns of the campaign trail — the
candidates and the press corps.
The airwaves ring with the plaintive
whining of candidates who claimed they've
been wronged — by opponents and by the
press.
"They've misconstrued my record. That
vote does not mean what it seems. It was
procedural. I changed my vote for
honorable reasons."
"What kind of campaign is my opponent
waging? He claims to be too busy to face
me and debate the issues."
"I've been misquoted. That's not what I
meant at all."
Who cares? What have you got for the
voters? For those who have no voice? Cry
on someone else's sleeve. Playing for sym-
pathy is the weakling's way out.
Then there is the over-analysis of plat-
forms, speeches and advertisements that
appears daily on television, radio and in the
papers.
The best aspect of the coverage, and it
isn't much, is the political humor. And
political humor does not play well off the
campaign trail.
The jokes are getting staler and
more convoluted. The in-jokes, found
funniest by by those who've followed the
candidates for the duration of the silly
season, suffer in the retelling.
But the clowns will soon have their
fingers in the public till — at least the vic-
tors will.
So, they probably warrant more attention
from voters than they've gotten so far.
It would behoove all of us to look
carefully at those who seek to represent us.
Distasteful as it may be, it is necessary.
It will only last six more days. We can all
spare some time before then to peruse the
information available on each candidate.
Yes, yes, they're all cheats, liars so full of
it that they shudder at the thought of fac-
ing their maker.
Which of them would get turned away
by St. Peter at the Pearly Gates?
The one least likely to be sent down the
River Styx without a paddle would be the
candidate deserving a vote.
You may judge them differently than I
would, I'd shudder if you didn't, but, at
least take the time think about the election,
the candidates, and what they mean to your
future and your view of the state's future.
And now,
a moment of silence
in memory
of the Boston Red Sox
and the season of 1986.
It's been 68 years, I guess it'll be a few
Imore until Boston wins the World Series.
4
Ned Porter, will now root for the Mon-
treal with a vengeance.
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The .Waine Campus welcomes letters to the editor "'"'
and commentaries. letters should be 300 words or
less; commentaries should be about 450 words,
weleome. but name* will be withheld front ealee4
knonyibotts letters or commentaries are
publication only under special
circumet•ncea The Maine Campus of
reseries the riitht to edit letters „ode
and commentaries for length,
taste and libel.
Ashton supporter
rebuts Harmon
commentary
—To the editor:
I read, with a great deal of
contempt, Michael Harmon's
"commentary" in the Oct. 23
edition of The Daily Maine
Campus. After having been
subjected to his vicious and
abstruse opinions for four
years, now I decided that
enough was enough.
In the race for State
Representative of District 130,
Harmon expresses a huge
amount of indignation about
Paula Ashton's attempts to
bring out John Bott's voting
record and to demonstrate
beyond all doubt his inadequacy
in representing the needs of the
campus. Harmon regards this
as a low blow. I believe "slime
tactics" is the term used.
Well, were 1 in Harmon's
shoes and in the postition where
I felt compelled to support
Bott's record, I probably would
regard this as a low blow also.
Harmon goes on to deride
Paula for supposedly "smear-
ing," even outright
lying, about Bott's record. Why
is it that throughout the article
he does nothing but brutally
smear Paula while failing to
identify a single instance of her
"lying." Be it as it may, this is
a democracy and elected of-
ficials have the obligation -- the
duty -- to explain their voting
records; particularly when they
make grandiose claims based on
that record.
When s/he fails to do so, it
is then up to the system to pro-
vide means to redress the situa-
tion. This takes the form of a
challenger -- one who brings
out those issues that are so im-
portant to the campus and town
area and offer up a platform of
his/her own. This is the
challenger's duty -- for it is on-
ly on the incumbent's past
record that we can base his
future votes; if we are not
satisfied with that, then it is our
duty as knowledgeable voters to
place someone else in that posi-
tion -- someone who promises
a change.
Paula Ashton has challenged
John Bott. She has, as is her du-
ty, brought out the weaknesses
of his record. And she has of-
fered up a platform of
substance, not rhetoric. John
Bott, and his supporters like
Michael Harmon, seek to evade
their responsibilities when they
will not defend their record.
Two years ago I voted for
John Bott. But, recently, Paula
Ashton demonstrated to me the
difference between words and
results. I am tired of words, I
want results.
It's time for a change.
Sincerely,
Thomas Diebold
Stillwater Apartments
Orono
Response
UMaine workers should
vote yes on no. 9
To the editor:
There seems to be a good
many fellow workers out there
who are talking about voting
NO on bond issue No. 9 on _
Election Day.
Please give this matter a se-
cond thought, even though we
all have seen and have par-
ticipated in situations that
would warrant such a vote of
NO. Let's all try and handle our
emotions in a more positive
manner.
Bott endorsed
by Maine Teachers'
Association
To the editor:
Several letters and articles
have appeared in the Maine
Campus implying that John
Bott, running for re-election to
the Maine House of Represen-
tatives, has a poor record in
support of the University and
of education in general.
Voters should note that com-
mittees set up by the Maine
Teachers' Association
meet with candidates for
both the House and Senate
when there is a contest, and oc-
casionally even when there is
not. Such a committee met with
and questioned both John Bott
and Paula Ashton. This com-
mittee recommended
unanimously that John Bott be
endorsed.
Not only was Mr. Bott en-
dorsed by the MTA-PAC, but he
also was given some financial
support.
Does it seem likely that a
group as politically aware as the
MTA would support someone
who has failed to support
educational appropriations?
James L. Wolfhagen
Emeritus Professor of
Chemistry
When we vote NO on Elec-
tion Day, we are not hurting the
present management or ad-
ministration at all. They will
always be there.
It would hurt the student
body of today as well as the
future student body. These kids
need all the help we can give
them to further their education
and help the University to com-
pete with larger out-of-state
schools.
1 hope that we will remember
that we all are good workers.
And the problems we have can
be solved by voting YES on -9.
This will help support the new
president and give him the start
he needs to improve UMaine
academically, thus allowing him
time to help the worker out at
UMaine.
We, the workers, helped pass
the last referendum. Let's do it
again. VOTE YES.
Thomas H. Gasaway
Gardener, Grounds Shop
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WMEB endorses
no candidate
To the editor:
The line in Paula Ashton's
political ad (Maine Campus;
10/28) that states that Ashton's
debate challenge to John Bott
was repeated on the WMEB
news is somewhat misleading.
It is not to be surmised that
the news department of WMEB
is in any way acting as a promo-
tional agent for the Ashton
campaign.
We did report that the
challenge had been made, in a
story that also cantained
remarks from John Bott in
response to the challenge.
Our key concerns when
covering campaign issues are
objectivity and fairness to all
sides.
Paul Tormey
Assistant News Director
WMEB-FM
106 East Annex
Candidates' stands may be loud, not always clear
To the editor:
The elections are coming up,
and we are hearing a lot of
argument from candidates on
all levels, talking about a wide
range of issues.
Often we hear one candidate
screaming and yelling about
how his or her opposition didn't
vote for funding here and there.
On the surface, it appears that
if a candidate votes to fund a
particular program, s/he favors
it. If not, s/he doesn't.
However, such is often not
The
the case, and though the can-
didates are aware of this, some
tend to let dollar figures equal
support. But issues are not
always black and white, and
money is not always the only
solution.
For example, say a bond issue
came up to fund child abuse
programs, an issue we all want
to direct attention to. Yet sup-
pose some politicians did not
vote in favor of the bond. Does
this mean they do not support
child abuse programs? Certain-
ly not. Though funding may
help the solution, perhaps the
bill was too ambiguous --
perhaps it would be better fund-
ed otherwise, or perhaps the
money does not exist to fund
such a bill, and the bond is to
be funded through yet another
tax.
The point is, support for an
issue is not always best shown
through throwing money at the
problem. There are a world of
other factors which exist.
Suppose your candidate is
dedicated toward complete
fiscal responsibility. And sup-
Maine Campus does not endorse any candidate in the upcomingelection.
pose a bond issue stands in the
way of such responsibility by
spending money which should
be used to pay back our state's
$471,000,000 debt. Or suppose
such a bond means one more
tax on one more industry.
I guess a good analogy would
be spilling milk and wiping it up
with $20 bills. That may solve
the problem, but if more time
were taken, and a little more
thought, one could have gone
and bought a roll of towels,
mopped it up, and pocketed the
change.
It is important that we
become an informed electorate,
and question what-we read and
hear. Arguments may be loud,
but not always clear. And
remember, dollars here and
there don't solve every problem,
though when used correctly
there is no substitute.
We need fiscal responsibility,
and I'm afraid that concept is
not always shown in Augusta.
Rob Trippe
House Candidate,
Old Town (District 131)
We must receive letten concerning it by Oct. 30.
8 The Daily Maine Campus. Wednesday, October 29, 1986.
Average pay
increases down
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Average pay increases have fallen
from 5 percent a year to 3.5 per-
cent over the past 12 months, the
government reported Tuesday, but
the workers still are keeping well
ahead of inflation.
Annual pay raises for white-
collar workers averaged 4.1 percent
over the 12 months ending Oct. I.
while blue-collar workers received
average increases of 2.5 percent,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics said.
White-collar workers had receiv-
ed annual wage increases averag-
ing 5.4 and blue-collar workers
average raises of 4.3 percent over
the same period a year earlier.
According to a survey of 4,200
businesses released earlier this
month by the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers. employers
News Briefs
anticipate wage increases averaging
5 percent over the next year.
Despite the smaller 1986 wage
increases, workers are faring pret-
ty well in keeping ahead of infla-
tion, according to employment
cost figures released Tuesday by the
government.
Playboy does
7-Eleven nudes
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — It
wasn't the money and it wasn't
fame or the potential for stardom
that convinced Sharon Gordon to
shed her 7-Eleven uniform, and
nearly everything else, to pose for
the Playboy issue that hit
newsstands Tuesday.
"Do I think I'm going to be a
model or something? No, I never
thought that ... I don't expect those
things," the Vernal convenience
store manager said.
"I did it for my ego. I'm 29. I
have two children. I thought, 'Why
not?' Am 1 good enough? Do 1
rate that high? After all, those
women in Playboy - are
beautiful." she said.
Ms. Gordon checked with her
superiors before agreeing to pose
along with a dozen other women
in the December issue's "Women
of 7-Eleven" feature She said she'll
keep her job, even though her
store's parent company, Southland
Corp., has refused since April to
sell Playboy and its competitor
men's magazines.
That policy inspired the 10-page
pictorial.
Ms. Gordon said she was paid
$500 for one day's shooting at the
magazine's Chicago building. She
said the side pose is "a very nice.
tasteful shot. "
Unemployment
rate unchanged
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) —
GOV. Joseph E. Brennan said Tues-
day that Maine's unemployment
rate was 4.2 percent in September
and hailed it as a sign that the state
is enjoying "the best economic
times" in its history.
In announcing the latest mon-
thly rate, which remained un-
changed from August. Brennan
said it was the lowest September
rate in 17 years and substantially
less than last month's national
unemployment rate of 6.8 percent.
The Democrat, who is running
for Congress in southern Maine's
1st District, also said none of the
state's 16 counties had a higher
jobless rate than the national
average and that four counties—
York, Cumberland, Lincoln, and
Sagadahoc — had rates of less
than 3 percent.
B'nai B'rith Hillel
will be holding a Bagel Brunch on Sunday,
November 2, in the North Lown Room of the
Memorial Union from 10:30 am to 12 noon..
ciBANIIMMAA
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a heart-warming comedy
by William Saroyan
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Rampant drug abuse
alleged at Seabrook
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sworn
statements given to a House subcommit-
tee allege rampant drug and alcohol
abuse by workers who built the
Seabrook, N.H., nuclear power plant,
the panel's chairman said Tuesday.
"If these allegations prove true, the
potential impact on the quality of con-
struction and related safety implications
could be serious." Rep. Edward
Markey, D-Mass., said in calling for a
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
investigation.
Markey said his subcommittee on
Energy Conservation and Power will
conduct a parallel investigation to ascer-
tain whether the quality of construction,
especially of safety systems, was
affected.
Seabrook spokesman John Kyte
dismissed the allegations, whose authors
Markey declined to identify, as "another
in a series of anonymous allegations ...
(constituting) an 11th-hour attempt to
delay the project. "
He said the plant's builders have had
a program to help drug- and alcohol-
abusers on the workforce since 1979. On
a large project such as Seabrook, he said,
"you are bound to have any of the pro-
blems that surface in society surface to
some degree. We have always been con-
cerned about (and) paid attention to
He denied that drug and alcohol
abuse was ever rampant.
"There is absolutely nothing to sup-
port that contention," he said.
Seabrook's builder, New Hampshire
Yankee, hopes to have the plant
operating by late spring at a cost of
about $5 billion. Delays would add to
the cost.
Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis
opposes Seabrook, saying there is no
assurance the public could be protected
in case of a major accident.
Markey asked the NRC to ascertain
the nature and extent of drug abuse by
plant workers, the effect on construction
quality, and what Yankee and the com-
mission knew of the alleged problem.
"The subcommittee is in possession of
sworn statements attesting to Seabrook
employees routinely using drugs and
alcohol both on the construction site and
on their way to and from work,"
Markey said.
"These are sworn statements and af-
fidavits coming from sources whom we
consider to be credible and they're
allegations that we take very serious-
ly," he added. "That's as far as we'll
go toward identifying them at this point
so as not to prejudice the investiga-
tion."
He identified the drugs allegedly in-
volved only as "a range of serious
drugs."
Asked about the allegations that
specific safety systems were built by
workers under the influence, Markey
said, "We have allegations that person-
nel who were involved in sensitive con-
struction tasks were using drugs and we
have reason to believe that this might
compromise safety."
He denied being part of an 11th-hour ef-
fort to delay Seabrook.
"Its only in the last three weeks that
these allegations have come to us in suf-
ficient numbers to lead us to try to get
to the bottom of this," he said.
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John Bott
Since his election to the Maine House of
Representatives (1982) and subsequent re-
election (1984), John Bott has established
himself as a leader committed to the future
of the University of Maine.
During his four years as your State Representative, he has:
• Introduced legislation that led directly to passage of a $15 million down payment for im-
proving the University of Maine system, $8.5 million of which has gone to Orono.
• Fought hard to save the Governor's proposal to study the UMaine system. Of his efforts,
the Maine Times (April 13, 1984) said, "The committee was going to killthe bill outright, but
Representative John Bott, one of the university reformers, persuaded the committee to table
the bill instead." After tabling the bill, John's intense lobbying helped convince the commit-
tee to reverse themselves and appropriate funds to commission the first ever comprehen.
sive study of the UMaine system, resulting in the Visiting Committee's report and reaffir-
mation of Orono's role as the flagship campus.
• Supported legislation to restore Orono's title to The University of Maine.
Recognizing that we are headed for a crisis in the
area of college student loan funds. John met with
U.S. Senator Wm. Cohen to preview his proposal
to create a college loan "Super Fund" to offset
federal cuts and make college accessable to
qualified students regardless of their economic
backround.
• Consistently supported efforts to make salaries of UMaine employees competitive with those of other univer-
sities and private industry.
• Been tireless in fullfilling his role as a legislative watchdog of the UMaine Board of Trustees, knowing that
promoting the Orono Campus means maintaining a constant vigil over the activities of the board.
• Vigorously opposed relocating the Chancellor's office in Augusta.
• Sponsored legislation to repeal the state sales tax on college textbooks.
• Led the successful effort to place a student on the UMaine Board of Trustees.
• Helped pass legislation to bring a $7.7 million University bond proposal before the Maine voters this fall.
Authorized and paid for by the John Bott Re-election Campaign, Dana Devoe Treasurer.
it.
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Journalists petition for hostages' release
WASHINGTON (AP) — More than
1,200 journalists across the United States
and abroad have signed a petition
demanding freedom for their colleague
Terry Anderson and other hostages in
Lebanon.
The petition asks President Reagan,
Secretary of State George Schultz, their
counterparts in the Middle East and
others with influence in that strife-torn
region "to work diligently for the speedy
release" of Anderson and the other
prisoners.
Anderson, who turned 39 on Monday.
is the chief Middle East correspondent
for the Associated Press who was kid-
napped in West Beirut on March 16,
1985. He is one of seven Americans
believed held by the Islamic Jihad or
other terrorist groups.
No Greater Love, a support organiza-
tion for families of Americans killed in
war or held hostage marked Anderson's
birthday by presenting 500 birthday
cards from parochial school children to
Anderson's sister. Peggy Say, in
Philadelphia. The group is urging
children nationwide to write messages of
,Ipport for those missing in Lebanon.
The journalists' petition drive was
launched by two reporters in the AP's
Washington bureau, Diane Duston and
Joan Mower, three weeks ago, and will
run through Nov. 27 — Thanksgiving
Day.
They originally intended just to gather
signatures in Washington, Duston said.
But friends of Anderson's and AP staff
members began circulating copies of the
petition in New York, on the West Coast
and, more recently, in foreign capitals,
including Tokyo, where Anderson was
once an officer of the Foreign Cor-
respondents Club of Japan.
Signatures were also gathered among
reporters who covered the recent super-
power summit in Reykjavik. Icelane,
and some 135 newspaper editors sign.
it last week at the Associated Press
Managing Editors convention in
Cincinnati.
Soviets increase arms trade with Nicaragua
WASHINGTON (AP) — With two
months left in the year, the Soviet Union
has already surpassed its previous record
for arms shipments to Nicaragua, the
Pentagon said Tuesday.
The arms shipments so far this year
have totaled 18,800 metric tons, or
almost 20,700 regular tons, of material
delivered by 43 ships, said Robert Sims,
the Pentagon's chief spokesman.
That compares to a previous high of
18,700 metric tons, or 20,570 regular
tons, delivered on 38 ships in all of 1984,
the spokesman added.
"I think the significance of that is they
(the Soviets) continue to support, as they
did before there was an armed opposi-
tion, the repressive abilities of the San-
dinista regime," Sims said.
The latest shipment to the
Nicaraguans, delivered earlier this
month by a Soviet merchant ship to the
Pacific port of Corinto, included six
Mi-24 helicopter gunships, Sims
continued.
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LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE
The Hair Hut
Unisex Hairstyling
and
z— Tropical Sun I & II
  
Tanning Salon
- OCTOBER SPECIALS -
Hairstyling: $5 off all perms and highlighting
regular $35, includes cut and styling
Hair Cuts: S2 off, regularly $11 for ladies, S9 for men
Tanning: 3 visits for $10
I a,ial Was,r4
Manicures
Ear Piercing
VISA e MASTERCARD
55 Slam
Illrono. Sit
866-79-6
47 Main Rd.
Milford. Me.
mile from center
of Old Town
1127-6723
That doubles to 12 the number of such
"armored flying tanks" in the
Nicaraguan arsenal, posing a significant
threat to the U.S.-backed Contra guer-
rillas who are attempting to overthrow.
the leftist Sandinista regime.
While Sims acknowledged the U.S.
figures were estimates, he described the
information as "very precise" and made
a point of identifying the Soviet ship that
delivered the helicopters — the Arem
Khachaturvan.
Sims also said the Soviets had shifted
many of their arms shipments this year
to Soviet vessels, rather than relying on
East Bloc ships. He called that further
The Carpenters Boatshop
a trip to Pemaquid
Sat, front of Wilson Center 9 am
call 866-4227
evidence of a "more overt. open program
than it had been in the past."
Sims' disclosure of the arms
shipments appeared as part of an,ad-
ministration campaign to focus attention
on the on-going military build-up in
Nicaragua at a time when press reports
have surfaced about U.S. plans to train
Contra guerrillas.
The administration gained congres-
sional approval for a new $100 million
aid package for the Contras. It reported-
ly is planning to use part of the aid for
military training inside the United States
because American allies in the region
have balked at the use of their territory.
Sims said he could not confirm a
report Tuesday by the Miami Herald that
the Soviet shipments included a new,
more deadly type of surface-to-air
missile, the SA-3. The Nicaraguans are
known to have the shorter-range.
shoulder-fired SA-7 in their inventory,
"but I can't confirm" deliveries of the
SA-3, Sims said.
DICK DAVIES
SPEAKS OUT: 
Dear Friends,
The campaigns are almost over and the time has come for you, the
voters, to make your choices for the many officers on the ballot. We
are a great democracy and you have a responsibility, even an obliga-
tion, to make your best judgement as to who can make our system
of government work. It is not an easy job, in part because we can't
know what issues, what crises our elected leaders will have to face
The best criteria for evaluating candidates are character, integrity
and judgement. If our elected officials exhibit these factors, they can
be expected to make the best decisions.
I am writing to urge that you consider Paula Ashton for election
to the Legislature from District 130. Paula has demonstrated all three
criteria in her personal life, and I expect her to bring character, in-
tegrity and judgement to bear on her duties in the Legislature. This
distinguishes her from her opponent, John Bon, who has repeatedly
shown his willingness to misrepresent both the truth and his consti-
tuents in order to get elected. Mr. Bott has claimed he led the fight
to fund the University. The truth is that he voted against the Universi-
ty funding bill six times and lied to his constituents.
When you go to the polls on November 4, 1986, remember that the
Democratic Party and Governor Brennan made it happen for the
University of Maine. John Bott and most of his Republican colleagues
in the Legislature opposed all the proposals for rasing the money'
necessary to properly fund the University of Maine.
Vote for integrity. Vote for Paula Ashton.
RSOicd
Sincerely,
Richard S. Davies
Special Assistant to
Governor Brennan and
former State Representative
from Orono 11975 - 1982)
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Sports
Victorious Mets look ahead to next
NEW YORK (AP) — The champion
New York Mets, confident and cocky
through 108 regular season victories, the
National League playoffs and the World
Series, already are talking about doing
it again next season.
"We will get better," says Manager
Davey Johnson, the man who vowed he
would try to build a dynasty.
"This series taught us a lot. A lot of
our guys will get better from -it. .Ron
Darling. Darryl Strawberry. Evet{Bob
Ojeda. (Dwight) Gooden (who' had an
earned run average of 8.00 'during the
series) has a lot to prove next year.
"We will get better because we have an
influx of young talent. It is a trend we
have set. This series was a growing up
period for a lot of our guys."
During Tuesday's public celebration of
their World Series victory over the
Boston Red Sox, Mookie Wilson sound-
ed the rallying cry.
"1986, the Year of the Mets. 1987, the
Year of the Mets. 1988, the Year of the
Mets," he told thousands of fans.
At 30, Wilson is one of the older Mets
on a team that averages only 27 years of
age. The three oldest Mets are the heart
of the lineup — World Series MVP Ray
Knight, 34 in December; Keith Her-
nandez, 33, and Gary Carter, 32. But all
had great seasons and showed no sign of
slowing.
None of the other starters is more
than 28, and reliever Jesse Orosco, at 29.
is the oldest member of the pitching
staff, considered zone of the best and
deepest in basthall.
Begrudgingly, the Red Sox
acknowledged that they had been beaten
by an excellent team in the seven-game
Series.
,"They would not be here if they were
On as good a team as they are," Red
,41Sox Manager John McNamara 'taid.
"They would not have won as many
games as they did."
Added Bill Buckner, the Red Sox's
first baseman: "Give them credit. They
played a helluva Series."
The clinching 8-5 victory Monday
night also made the Mets the first expan-
sion team to win two World Series — the
first was in 1969.
They had won 108 games during the
regular season, the most in baseball this
year and the most in the National
League since the 1975 Cincinnati Reds
won the same number. After they clin-
ched the National League East title in
September, it was Carter who said,
"We've got the dynasty going now."
Then, the Mets beat Houston in a
tense six-game National League playoff,
and, with the World Series title, they ran
their total to 116 victories.
"We were destined to win," Ron
Darling of the Mets said.
That was the Mets' attitude as they
entered spring training after a near miss
last year. They became still more confi-
dent by running away with the National
League East and winning by 21 1/2
games.
season
Then came decisive Game 6 of the tie, and went on to win in 16 innings.
playoffs against Houston, when they And, finally, they made their destiny in
scored three runs in the ninth inning to Games 6 and 7 of the Series.
The Sugarlaoaf Annual Ski Party, Presenting:
• LIEU
Mile
GREG STUMP PRODUCTIONS
101 NEVILLE HALL
U MAINE
OCT. 29 & 30
7 & 9 P.M.
PRICE: $2.00
THE SKI MOVIE THAT FLEW THE COOP'!
Door Prizes Wednesday Night
after 7:00 pm show. Including:
1 Sugarloaf Season Pass ($199.00 value)
• 1 Pair Skis • Hats, Goggles, and Posters!!
Cash Bar
Advance tickets available outside Bears Den
Rodger's Ski Outlet
(Northern New England's Original Discount Ski Shop)
We'll be on your campus for an unbelievable ski sale, November 4th and 5th
Student Union, North and South Lown Rooms, 9:30 to 5:00 both days.
Caber CR11
men's and women's
originally $110, now $59
Kastle SW1
$285 value
now $139
Save 65%
Marker M-46
$146 value, now $99
Cross-country skis
with bindings
starting at $29
valued up to $100
BOOTS 
Caber Squadra Pro
originally $200, now $119
SKIS
Dynastar NV-5
$285 value, only $139 $300 value, only $119
BINDINGS 
alromon 347 Marker N-36
$95 value, now $45 $120 value, now $69
Free 800 UVC
MISC. 
All twin clothing
50% off list
Scott poles
$35 value
now $15
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE
SO DON'T MISS GREAT SALE
(November 4th and 5th, 9:30-5:00, Student Union
North and South Lown Rooms).
Dachstein V3 Racing
$275 list, now $139
Special Purchase
Pre-RD Demos
with 747 or M46
$475 value, only $199
Solomon 747
$140 value, now $99
Scott goggles
$35 value
now $15
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Residential Life Promotes Alcohol Awareness
by Mike McQuarric
Statistically, the college population
has more drinkers than any other
population group in America. Studies
of drinking in college reveal that bet-
ween 85 and 95 percent of college
students drink beer, wine or distilled
spirits. As for alcohol abuse, the pro-
blems surface in all aspects of
academic and student life. Some of
the consequences that result from
abuse include: damage to university
property; violence and damaged rela-
tionships; lowered academic perfor-
mance; disciplinary problems; and
many others (BACCHUS, 1984).
With that introduction as a
motivator, more than 7007e of all col-
leges and universities will have par-
ticipated in National Alcohol
Awareness Week, October 200 - 26th.
Throughout October on the Univer-
sity of Maine campus, Residential
Life staff will focus their educational
and programming efforts on the pro-
motion of alcohol awareness - respon-
sible use and decision making,
The purpose of Residential Life's
Alcohol Awareness Month is to in-
crease consciousness of alcohol use,
misuse and abuse on campus; to
highlight existing community pro-
grams and resources that address
alcohol related issues; and focus at-
Alcohol Abuse As Helplessness:
A Student Reflects
by Steven Gray
Alcohol abuse symbolizes human
helplessness better than almost
anything else. Physicalbvit means a
loss of control mitt one's actiat.—
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and this is the self they don't mind
"trashing!' Such words hint at some
disturbing feelings we have about
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Socially, alcohol abuse symbolizes
the same thing that it does physically
- helplessness. Social helplessness
means alienation, frustration self-
Ifeelbt and the craziest feeling of
rlessness we can know. If we can
magi
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Alcohol, of any drug, is the most
insidious because it erodes our self-
confidence. The more we give our
confidence to drugs, the less we have
for ourselves, and with it our own
creativity slowly drains away.
Steven Gray is a Peer Educator
with the Peer Educator Program.
Romance on the Rocks
Can you identify these products?
"Come to think of it, I'll have
"Weekends were made for 
"We sell no wine before its time!'
"Bring out your best:' 
Alcoholadvertisementsare so effec-
tive in selling the product not because
they have catchy jingles, or because
they are repeated so often, but
because they play on the insecurities
and vulnerabilities of particular
groups.
When they taught us their name,
what else did we learn?
The Peer Education Program
presents: "Romance on the Rocks" -
a film and discussion that explores the
role of alcohol in our Ayes; how it
might affect our relationships, our ac-
tions, our perceptions of others, and
the suggestions of society as
perpetuated through advertising.
For program details, contact PEP
in 18 Chadbourne, 4769.
Written and paid for by Residential Life
tentionon facts rather than myths.
Discussions of alcohol and related
issues are stimulated in the campus
community byuohe residence hall
staff's promotion of presentations
and seminars; distributionof
literature, including a responsi b le
drinking poster campaign; and initia-
tion of social activities consistent with
the awareness theme. In the process,
it is hoped that students, faculty, and
staff will identify the reasons for their
decisions regarding alcohol and the
implications of their choices. Refer-
rals are made to supportive services
for those who may recognize a poten-
tial problem or have a desire to fur-
ther their understanding.
Though October will soon lead to
November, a successful awareness
month will keep the issue of alcohol
a salient topic of discussion and ex-
ploration in our community. With
this in mind, this news page is writ-
ten featuring articles to facilitate that
process.
Residential Life's programming of-
fice in 18 -Chadbourne, ext. 4769,
maintains a clearing house of written
material, information on programs,
and updated resource lists regarding
alcohol, will continue to work with
staff in promoting responsability and
decision making.
Alcohol In Student Life
by Steve Gray
Students are often glad to leave
home when the time to attend college
arrives. Though there may be excite-
ment with this leave-taking, there are
fears also. certainly these years mark
a majrratsition ire-their lives, with
allifie,treis that will be untered
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alcohol. No generation has the selec-
tion of drugs available to them than
the student generation of today. It is
through use that many students ex-
press a radical act of independence,
butdruguse for this purpose differs lit-
tle from dependence on parents. So
the passage into adulthood, abbrated
in the myths of all societies, comes a
little easy for today's generation,
whose alcohol use will help them
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through the most difficult times they
will ever face.What'swrong with that?
Alcohol has an insidious effect on
our lives, all the more so for people
who do not seem to be abusers. When
we learn to depend on drugs, we learn
not to depend on ourselves or others,
and inadequacy creeps into our lives.
Even if we do not use alcohol in great
Hies, it matters more why we use
m, and if they mean loosening up
-to enable us to meet peo-
ple, or a way to co • with the atress
of a tough day, or to hour
'ves, we becogiedi
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s dependence and the needs it
is in r lives, we are not speak-
ing a guage that students will
understand. In the absence of these
deep motivations behind drugs, the
concern and advice of many adults is
taken as little more than moralizing.
Anyone whose basic message is that
alcohol is not good for you will never
speak to where students are at. If we
are to really grapple with the painful
causes of alcohol abuse, instead of the
surface symptoms, we must.learn to
empathize with often trying times
that students experience.
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ing are connected with alcohol.
- Parental drinking behaviors are
usually adopted by their children.
- Rigid non-drinking attitudes have
been found to be as potentially harm-
ful as alcohol buse when strictly en-
forced in the home.
- Some studies show that as much as
80% of the vandalism on college
campuses is alcohol related.
-Residential Life staff members con-
front incidents that involve misuse of
alcohol because they are state
employees and must uphold state
laws.
- Beer is the "drink of choice" on
campus.
Taken from Alcohol Education,
1984 BACCHUS.
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Heat help
for student
by Marc Larrivee
Staff Writer -
If short of cash ani
need of heat students
apply to the Home Fn
Assistance Program.
Starting Nov. 14, Of
residents can apply at
Orono administrative ol
for heat assistance, said
Magoon. HEAP con
person.
"If you live off can
and have your owirptace
are eligible to apply,"
said.
Magoon said HEAP t
new formula,' callet
"matrix system,"
calculate eligibility
assistance.
"Points are given to
pie depending on such th
as income and numbe
people in a househol
Magoon said.
She said living in Ot
will give you greater pc
because it is colder in
Northern part of the St
If one lives in a buib
heated by electricity, h,
she will get a high of
points but natural gas
will onlv be worth 2 pa
Magoon said.
If you are elderly, I
dicapped or under
months old you gain a p
on your total, she said.
These people will be
to apply between Nov. 3
Nov. 14, before other
plicants, said Magoon.
"We multiply the nut
of total points by $26,
this is the amount
assistance someone
get," she said.
When students appl
they work they should t
pay stubs and their bill 1
the university.
"People with work-s
jobs also need to bring I
pay stubs," she said.
Magoon said only pe
living in Orono should
office.
Students 
the administri
living in
Town must apply at Per
Cap Inc. in Bangor, Mai
said.
Pat Averill, directoi
HEAP, said workers wi
be available in Old Tow
outreach every Moi
after the program begil
Averill said HEAP
beerin.l re-authorized for
next four years, but m
has not been appropriau
the legislature for
period. 
"Money fOr this pro;
is still up it the
Averill said.
